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Abstract

This article presents computer supported “language production experiments” (LPEs) as amethod for the investigation of syntactic variation. It
describes the setup for the investigation of numerous syntactic phenomena and provides a sample study of the German GET passive across
Austria. It also suggests that LPEs offer possibilities for the targeted investigation of linguistic variation in various ways. They may be used to
explore speakers’ individual linguistic repertoires and an according corpus setup can be used to examine e.g., interspeaker patterns of variation.
LPEs also enable researchers to investigate which linguistic factors control or influence syntactic variation.
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1. Content and goals

While variationist linguistics has focused primarily on phonetics/
phonology since its inception, variationist research is slowly but
increasingly starting to focus on syntactic variation. This research
requires modifications and expansions of theoretical and meth-
odological approaches of variationist linguistics (cf. Cheshire,
2005; Labov, 1978; Lavandera, 1978). This contribution primarily
aims to provide a methodological enrichment of the discussion by
adding an experimental approach to the previously predominant
empirical approaches. Additionally, the syntactic “language pro-
duction experiments” (cf. Section 3) attempt to seize a “syntactic
variable” in an empirical manner.

Over the years, a broad spectrum of innovative projects on the
variation of syntax has emerged, focusing particularly on the varia-
tion of dialect syntax.1 This research has broadened the empirical
basis of modern linguistics and has shown that syntactic variation
provides valuable insights into various linguistic disciplines.
Regarding the survey methods, many of these projects use oral
questionnaires, in which speakers are required tomake judgements
about grammaticality, acceptability and preference of syntactic
variants. Research rarely relies upon “uncontrolled” conversational
data, as this can be problematic when regarding syntactic variation
(particularly when concerning quantity). This article presents an
alternative and effective research method that offers solutions to
the quantitative and qualitative problems of many other methodo-
logical approaches. This approach consists of computer supported

“language production experiments” (LPEs), which aim to evoke
syntactic constructions and uncover the linguistic, as well as
sociolinguistic, factors that control or influence variation.2

Our paper attempts to illustrate the potential and the limitations of
LPEs when eliciting data on syntactic variation within a large-scale
project, namely project part 03 “Between dialects and standard
varieties: Speech repertoires and varietal spectra” of the Special
Research Programme (Spezialforschungsbereich SFB) “German in
Austria. Variation–Contact–Perception” (subsequently referred to as
“SFB DiÖ” (Spezialforschungsbereich ‘Deutsch in Österreich’)).3 In
the context of the SFB DiÖ, the LPEs are used to elicit language data
from the (more or less dialectal) non-standard and the (more or less)
standard spectrum of individuals’ German language repertoires. The
experiments facilitate the systematic investigation of syntactic varia-
tion, regarding the inter-individual variation across speakers in various
regions of Austria, as well as the intra-individual variation on the “ver-
tically” conceptualized “dialect-standard-axis” (cf. Auer, 2005) within
one and the same speaker. As well as taking a methodological focus,
this article presents comprehensive linguistic and sociolinguistic analy-
ses of one selected syntactic phenomenon (the so called “GET passive”
in German). The contribution is structured as follows: In the overview
section (Section 2), the current state of areal-linguistic research into the
syntactic level, with a focus on Europe and the German-speaking area,
is summarized. Section 3 focuses on methodological aspects of the
LPEs used in the SFB DiÖ project. Section 4 provides an exemplary
analysis of one selected linguistic phenomenon to illustrate the produc-
tivity and validity of LPEs for the analysis of syntactic variation. The
article closes with a summary in Section 5.

2. Syntactic variation—research overview

Taking Kayne’s (1996) theory of microvariation as a starting point,
a broad spectrum of studies and projects on dialect syntax have
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emerged in Europe over the past 30 years, primarily with theoreti-
cal interests and goals. Besides numerous individual studies (cf.,
e.g., Poletto, 2000), there are also several dialect syntax (atlas) pro-
jects taking place across Europe. Most of these projects are the-
matically and methodologically connected within the network
European Dialect Syntax (Edisyn) (<www.dialectsyntax.org>).
Their thematic integration primarily manifests in a shared empha-
sis on doubling phenomena in all European syntax projects. Their
methodological integration is based, in part, on overlapping and
standardized methods of data collection, facilitating the compari-
son of data across the individual studies. In this respect, the
Syntactische Atlas van de Nederlandse Dialecten (SAND)
(‘Syntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects’) has set standards that have
become well established (cf. Barbiers, 2005; Barbiers, van der
Auwera, Bennis, Boef, de Vogelaer & van der Ham, 2008).

Regarding the current state of research on German variation,
research on the areal-social dimensions of syntactic variation pre-
viously focused almost exclusively on the syntax of dialects.
Research of dialect syntax in the German-speaking area emerged
at the end of the 19th century, when important studies, such as
Schiepek (1899, 1908) appeared. However, it is only since the
1980s that research on German dialect syntax came back into
focus, first concerning methodological considerations of its prac-
ticability (Patocka, 1989; Tatzreiter, 1989) and later mainly as the
object of theoretical linguistic research (cf., e.g., Abraham & Bayer,
1993; Bayer, 1984; Grewendorf &Weiß, 2014; Haider, 1993; Weiß,
1998). In addition to syntactic theory, German dialectology has
started to address questions regarding syntactic structure.
Around the beginning of the new millennium, a veritable “boom”
in research on dialect syntax can be observed (cf., e.g., Fleischer,
2002; Schallert, 2014; Seiler, 2003; among many others).

Besides phenomenon-oriented studies, large-scale investigations
of dialect syntax in the form of atlases have also emerged. Here, the
Syntaktischer Atlas der Deutschen Schweiz (SADS) (‘Syntactic Atlas
of Swiss German Dialects’) serves as a model for atlases of German
dialect syntax.4 Additionally, syntactic data collected in the context
of the Bayerische Sprachatlanten (‘Bavarian Language Atlases’)
should be mentioned (cf., e.g., Eroms & Spannbauer-Pollmann,
2006 for Low Bavarian). Over the past two decades, additional pro-
jects on dialect syntax in theGerman-speaking area have been devel-
oped: the project Syntax Hessischer Dialekte (SyHD) (‘Syntax of
Hessian Dialects’),5 and the project Syntax des Alemannischen
(SynAlm) (‘Syntax of Alemannic’).6 Furthermore, the Siegerländer
Sprachatlas (SiSal) (‘Language Atlas of the Siegerland’) conducted
widespread dialect syntactic surveys by using the SyHD questions.7

Regarding ‘higher’ varietal sections in the vertical dialect-standard
spectrum of variation, two important and innovative projects should
be mentioned: Firstly, the Atlas zur deutschen Alltagssprache
(AdA) (‘Atlas of Colloquial German’),8 which also surveys at least
some syntactic phenomena of ‘intermediate varieties’ (regiolects; cf.
Lenz 2010) of the dialect-standard-axis. Secondly, the project
Variantengrammatik des Deutschen (‘Regional Variation in the
Grammar of Standard German’),9 which focuses on national and
regional differences in the grammar of the (written) German stan-
dard language in German speaking countries and areas. While these
two projects concentrate on “intermediate” respectively “higher/
highest” varieties, they neglect the “lower/lowest pole” of vertical
variation, i.e., the dialects.

To date, the detailed research methods of large-scale areal-
linguistic projects in Europe, with a focus on nonstandard syntax,
have contained many similarities. The methodical standards often
include questionnaire-based surveys, deployed either in written
form (by post or online10) and without the presence of a field

worker or in the context of oral interviews. In these written or oral
questionnaires, different types of questions or tasks are employed.
Of these, translation and assessment tasks (acceptability tests) have
the longest tradition and are most commonly used.11 Other types
of tasks used include puzzle tasks, image description, sequences of
images description and completion tasks, as well as combinations
of these tasks (cf., e.g., Lenz, 2016 for SyHD). The SyHD project is
the first project to employ LPEs in the context of local face-to-face
surveys, in addition to written questionnaires (cf. Fleischer,
Kasper & Lenz, 2012; Fleischer, Lenz & Weiß, 2015; Lenz, 2016,
2017). In the SFB DiÖ study, more traditional survey methods
for collecting data on syntactic variation are supplemented by com-
puter supported LPEs (with experiment software) and with a
pseudo-randomized order of the tasks.

3. Language Production Experiments (LPEs)—in general
and in particular for the SFB DiÖ

As previously mentioned, large-scale projects have used LPEs in a
broad sense in the past (e.g., SyHD). However, there is little liter-
ature on the details of this method, e.g., the experimental software
used in the projects, the underlying conceptions on which the tasks
are based and the exact kind of presentation (described for example
in Breuer, 2017a; Kallenborn, 2016; Lenz, 2009). This article dis-
cusses the fundamental aspects of the experiments: While LPEs
can differ in both appearances and in the details of the setting, their
standardization is a shared characteristic. As described explicitly
in, for example, Cornips & Poletto (2005: 949) and Kallenborn
(2016: 64–65), the use of written questionnaires constitutes a
standardized procedure, but it does not provide oral language pro-
duction data and has less controllable contextual or situational
parameters. Traditional oral questionnaires, however, are strongly
manipulated by the field worker, have less standardized sequences,
and work with a minimum of media (images, if at all). Therefore,
we define “Language Production Experiments” in the context
of the SFB DiÖ, as a quasi-experimental test setting in which
standardized multimodal stimuli are presented in standardized
sequences to evoke spoken language data and to test the influence
factors on specific linguistic phenomena (cf. Breuer & Bülow,
2019: 256).12 However, this definition contains some restrictions:
Because it is a standardized method, it should be replicable and
some (linguistic) influence factors should be effectively controlled
in the test design. There is an advantage which comes from the
restrictions of this method: Because several factors are controlled,
researchers can use LPEs to elicit linguistic data that is comparable
between different projects. Kallenborn (2016: 69) emphasizes the
high inter- and intra-individual comparability. Therefore, an
LPE can be used to compare data between different speakers, or
different linguistic reactions of the same person to the same lin-
guistic influence factor or similar stimuli. Thus, LPEs are a suitable
method for variationist linguistic surveys, especially for projects
that focus onmore than one linguistic variety (e.g., standard versus
dialect). As previously mentioned, an LPE can be comprised of any
number of different experimental settings in terms of the media
used (images, sounds or videos) and are characterized by the
presentation method (digital or computer supported) and the
low influence of the investigator, and therefore the level of stand-
ardization of the LPEs.

The following sections focus on the LPEs used in the SFB DiÖ:
These LPEs are employed within the framework of a multidimen-
sional research project, which attempts to survey and analyze the
complex spectrum of variation and varieties of German in Austria
(cf. map 1–4 below), the predominant part of which falls into the
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Bavarian dialect area which belongs to the “East Upper German”
dialect area. Beyond Austria, the Bavarian dialect area also
extends far into South-Eastern Germany and into Northern
Italy (South Tyrol) (cf. Wiesinger, 1983). The far West of
Austria—Vorarlberg and parts of Tyrol—is part of the
Alemannic (“West Upper German”) dialect area.

The LPEs are an integral part of the complex methodology of
data elicitation used by one of the nine project parts of the SFB
DiÖ, project part 03, which investigates language repertoires
and variation spectra in rural regions in Austria (https://dioe.at/
en/projects/task-cluster-b-variation/pp03/). In contrast to pre-
vious variationist linguistic research on German, which focused
primarily on (segmental) phonetics/phonology, project part 03
additionally considers morphological and syntactic variation.
Besides more open and natural conversational settings (namely
interviews and “conversations among friends”) in which the speak-
ers are recorded, standardized elicitation methods (like LPEs) are
also used (cf. Lenz, 2018b). Putting the methodological approaches
in a comprehensive context, a classification of the “task sets” (cf.
below, Table 1) used in the LPE of the SFB DiÖ is suggested.
This experimental setting consists of two runs (e.g., Breuer,
2017a; Kallenborn, 2016): one aiming to evoke variants in the
(intended) standard (LPE-S) and another aiming to evoke variants
in the (intended) dialect (LPE-D). Between these runs there is a
short break and another test setting that uses translation tasks
to target phonological and grammatical (mainly morphological)
phenomena, some which overlap with the phenomena elicited
through the LPEs (for a comparison of speaker behavior across set-
tings, cf. Fingerhuth & Breuer, accepted). However, because they
are designed to complement each other, these two runs can be
considered as one single LPE: For each task targeting a syntactic
variable in the standard, there is a corresponding task targeting
the same variable in the dialect. These complementary tasks differ
in the varieties represented within the audio stimuli. For example,
the tasks targeting standard use recordings of an Austrian news-
caster differ from those targeting dialect recordings of a competent
speaker from the investigated locations’ local dialect. Furthermore,
the complementary tasks can differ depending on the image or
video presented,13 but only in ways that are unlikely to influence
the syntactic variable under consideration, thereby reducing the
repetition effect (e.g., Breuer, 2017a: 99; Breuer & Bülow, 2019:
261). The tasks of both runs (LPE-S and LPE-D) occur in a
pseudo-random order.

Within this project, the LPE is embedded in a whole survey set-
ting, which can be described as a face-to-face survey. A field worker
is present throughout the entire LPE to control the progress of the
tasks. If necessary, the field worker can repeat a task (using the
computer, see below) or ask further questions, thereby influencing
the answer and behavior of the speaker. It is important to note that
any additional inquiries or “influence” from the interviewer are
marked as such during data processing. This allows researchers
to distinguish spontaneous answers from “influenced” second or
third answers in their analyses. Vice versa, the speakers can consult
the field worker if they encounter any problems responding to a
task. The LPE in the SFB DiÖ is “computer supported” (Breuer
& Bülow, 2019: 257) and uses OpenSesame as experimental
software.14 An important feature of the software is the possibility
for pseudo-randomization of the tasks in each run of the LPE (e.g.,
Breuer, 2017a: 97). This randomization helps to avoid the effects of
task serialization across the data of different speakers. It is pseudo-
randomized to prevent tasks from targeting a particular syntactic
variable and from being followed by another task which is aimed at

that same variable. OpenSesame documents the chronological
order of a given LPE run in a file, which can easily be imported
into the analysis tool. This way, the speaker’s response to a specific
task can be located in the audio recording. However, using
OpenSesame requires that all LPE tasks are presented using a
notebook computer. All tasks of the SFB DiÖ LPEs use audio
stimuli and most also use visual stimuli, such as images or videos.
In general, the tasks avoid written text in the visual stimuli.
Avoiding written text is intended to enhance the “oral character”
of the tasks, as the LPEs aim at eliciting oral language production.
In total, each LPE run consists of 109 tasks that target 13 distinct
syntactic phenomena. The tasks are organized into sets that target a
particular syntactic phenomenon according to their structure.
Each task within a set has the same formulation, the same kind
of media used as stimuli, and the same sequence of stimuli to target
the same syntactic phenomenon. One task aims to evoke different
syntactic variants or to evaluate different syntactic control factors
simultaneously. The entire SFB DiÖ LPE consists of 218 tasks
grouped in 50 task sets. The general characteristics of the LPEs
(cf. Table 1) applies to all tasks. However, the tasks differ in their
details. This includes the media used, the type (completion or
question), whether a (narrative) context is given, the level of
‘suggestion’, (e.g., by specifying given words in the stimulus)
and if a task is more open or closed.15

Table 1 shows a classification of the task sets that target eight
exemplary syntactic phenomena in the SFB DiÖ LPEs. The table
provides an overview of the tasks and their essential methodical
characteristics. The order of appearance mirrors different syntactic
fields. Firstly, phenomena of complex noun or determiner phrases
(NPs, or DPs, depending on the theoretical perspective), specifi-
cally the use of indefinite articles with mass nouns, determiner
doubling, and the use of alternative constructions for the expres-
sion of adnominal possession. The second group contains
phenomena of subordinate clause introduction: variation in the
C-Domain in the form of doubly-filled COMP and inflected com-
plementizers, and variation in the introduction of relative clauses.
The last group concerns verbal syntax and addresses progressive
constructions, final infinitival constructions, and German GET
passives. To provide deeper insights into the various types of task
sets differentiated in Table 1, we illustrate at least one concrete LPE
for each syntactic field. A short description of the syntactic phe-
nomenon is followed by a summary of the state of research with
a focus on variationist linguistics aspects relevant for the SFB
DiÖ and therefore for the analyses of the data. The third section
portrays the design of the tasks created for the phenomena. In
every instance, concrete language examples will be taken from
the SFB DiÖ LPE. These SFB DiÖ language examples will come
from either the experiment tasks targeting dialect (LPE-D) or those
targeting standard (LPE-S). In addition to the intended variety, the
Austrian location of the survey, as well as the generational category
of the speakers (“old” versus “young”), will be given.

Example I: LPE on “determiner doubling”

LPE-type: Closed completion tasks with image and video stimuli,
with written text, without narrative context and with a high level of
suggestion. Short description: Determiner doubling refers to the
phenomenon of a noun phrase (NP) with an adjectival attribute
that is preceded by an intensifying element (particle) and occurs
with “two articles.” (1.1) provides an example of the phenomenon.
This is different from the patterns in (1.2) and (1.3), which feature
only one article, placed either in a preceding or intermediate
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position (cf. Kallulli & Rothmayer, 2008; Lenz, Ahlers & Werner,
2015; Strobel & Weiß, 2017).

(1) Examples for Determiner Doubling (and alternative
constructions) from the SFB DiÖ

(1.1) Determiner doubling
a gonz a liaber Hund (LPE-D, Neckenmarkt-
young)
a. ART completely a.ART lovely dog
‘a very lovely dog’

(1.2) Single determiner in preceding position

a gonz liaber Hund (LPE-D, Neumarkt/
Ybbs-old)
a. ART completely lovely dog
‘a very lovely dog’

(1.3) Single determiner in intermediate position

ganz en liaber Hund (LPE-D, Raggal-young)
completely a. ART lovely dog
‘a very lovely dog’

State of Research: Determiner doubling has seen considerable
research over the past decades. Occurrence of the phenomenon is
documented primarily in Bavarian and Alemannic (both Upper
German areas) and less frequently in Rhine Franconian (a West
Central German area) and the Westphalian (a West Northern
German area) dialects of German (cf. Henn-Memmesheimer,
1986). Research suggests that the occurrence of determiner doubling
is dependent on the accompanying intensifying particle. Regarding
Bavarian, Merkle (1975: 89) describes doubling of indefinite deter-
miners as being possible with so (‘such’), ganz (‘completely’), recht
(‘quite’), viel (‘much’), bisschen (‘some’), and wenig (‘little’), as well
as sehr (‘very’) in urban varieties, although Merkle states that sehr
(‘very’) is not traditionally part of Bavarian varieties. East Upper
German data elicited with written questionnaires requesting the
acceptability of determiner doubling with ganz (‘completely’)
indicate that it is a common phenomenon throughout the entire
Bavarian dialect area that may be gaining use as intergenerational

comparison suggests (cf. Lenz et al., 2015). Determiner doubling
has been further explored in Swiss German (a West Upper
German area): Steiner (2005) focused primarily on regional and
sociodemographic factors regarding doubling in the context of ganz
(‘completely’). Her results indicate various degrees of acceptability
across German-speaking Switzerland, with high acceptability
appearing in northern Switzerland. Steiner’s findings also indicate
a particularly high degree of acceptability among younger speakers
in comparison to older Swiss German speakers.

As described in regard to Bavarian, there also appear to bemarked
differences in acceptability of determiner doubling when in combi-
nation with different particles in Switzerland (cf. Richner-Steiner,
2011). Notably, Kallulli & Rothmayr (2008: 105) state that definite
determiner doubling in Swiss German is not limited to ganz (‘com-
pletely’), as described for Bavarian, but also appears with viel
(‘much’), although the acceptability appears to be rather low. In addi-
tion to these empirical studies on the phenomenon in the German
language area, there are various approaches to the theoretical inter-
pretation of determiner doubling. Kallulli &Rothmayr (2008) classify
the phenomenon as the parallel presence of a quantifier and a deter-
miner rather than the actual doubling of a determiner. Alternative
work has suggested there may be a semantic distinction between
the different variants of determiner placement and doubling exem-
plified in (1), including the possibility that duplication indicates
emphasis. However, the sparse empirical evidence on the different
theoretical interpretations has so far remained inconclusive.

In the SFB DiÖ LPE: Based on existing research, the experi-
ments aim to test the production of determiner doubling (and
its constructional variants) in three sets consisting of two prompts
each. The sets aim to elicit the intensifiers ganz (‘completely’), sehr
(‘very’), and so (‘such’) in combination with attributive adjectives.
In each set, one prompt targets the adjective böse (‘bad’), the other
lieb (‘lovely’). The prompts for the LPE combine an audio record-
ing with an image of a dog and two moving words (Fig. 1). In each
prompt, a drawing of a dog that suggests either a bad or an adorable
animal appears on the centre of the screen. The drawings were

Table 1. Task sets (types) used during the SFB DiÖ LPE for the elicitation of syntactic phenomena

stimulus

syntactic phenomenon written image video
given
context

completion
task

open
task

degree of
suggestion16

nominal syntax

indef. article before mass nouns − þ − − þ − 2

−/þ þ − − þ þ/− 2

determiner doubling þ þ þ − þ − 2

adnominal possession − þ − þ þ − 3

clause linkage phenomena

variation in the C-domain þ þ − þ þ − 3

introduction of relative clauses − − þ þ þ − 3

− þ − þ þ − 3

verbal syntax phenomena

progressive constructions − − þ − − þ 1

− − þ þ þ − 3

final infinitival constructions − þ þ − þ − 2

GET passives − − þ − − þ 1
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selected with the goal of potentially triggering an emphatic
response. Beneath the drawing, a combination of an intensifying
particle and adjective corresponding to the dog’s character appears.
To reduce the suggestion of a particular word order, the two
words appear in a video clip with a constant circular rotation.
Additionally, a recording is played that begins a sentence with
Oh, das ist aber : : : (‘Oh, this is really . . .’), prompting the partici-
pant to complete the sentence using the displayed combination of
adjective and intensifying particle, as well as an indefinite
determiner.

Example II: LPE on “variation in the C-domain”

LPE Type:Closed completion tasks with image stimuli, with written
text, with narrative context and a high level of suggestion.
Short Description: Subordinate clauses in Upper German dialects
(especially in Bavarian) may be introduced by patterns that are dif-
ferent from standard German. One of these patterns is commonly
referred to as either “inflected complementizer” or “complementizer
agreement” (subsequently referred to as CA; cf. Weiß, 2005),
another as “doubly-filled COMP” (subsequently referred to as
DFC; cf. Bayer & Brandner, 2008; Fingerhuth & Lenz, accepted;
Weiß, 2017). The LPEs in the SFB DiÖ target both phenomena,
which have been rarely investigated in connection with each other
(for exceptions, cf. Fingerhuth & Breuer, accepted; Fingerhuth &
Lenz, accepted; Weiß & Strobel, 2018). They are illustrated in (2)
by means of SFB DiÖ examples from the Austrian Bavarian dialect
areas. Regarding Bavarian, elements that are in the complementizer
position (COMP) may show agreement with the sentence subject,
particularly in the second person (2PL or 2SG). The examples in
(2.1) and (2.2) illustrate this. Ob (‘if’) and bis wann (‘until when’)
appear in immediate proximity of the suffixes -s (2PL) and -st
(2SG). While traditional grammar does not consider subjunctions
such as ob (‘if’) andwh-words (such aswann ‘when’) to be inflecting,
the occurrence of these morphemes in dependence of the verbal
inflexion of the sentence suggests otherwise and therefore inspires
the term “complementizer agreement.” (2.3) illustrates a case of
DFC: The subordinate clause is first introduced by the complex
wh-phrase wia viel Leit (standard German: wie viele Leute ‘how
many people’), and additionally by the subordinating conjunction
dass ‘that’which appears as a second element in the C-domainmoti-
vating the label “doubly-filled COMP.”CA is also possible in cases of
DFC, as illustrated in (2.4).

(2) Examples for variation in the C-domain from the SFB DiÖ

(2.1) Complementizer agreement (CA 2PL)
ob=s eß morgen orbeiten werdts
(LPE-D, Neckenmarkt-young)
if=CA.2PL you tomorrow work.INF will.2PL
‘if you will work tomorrow’

(2.2) Complementizer agreement (CA 2SG)
bis wann=st morgen die Hausübung fertig host
(LPE-D, Neckenmarkt-young)
until when=CA.2SG tomorrow the homework done have.2SG
‘until when you will have done your homework tomorrow’

(2.3) Doubly-filled COMP (without CA)
wia viel Leit dass du nächste Wochen in der Kirchen
sehng wirst
(LPE-D, Steyrling-young)
how many people that you next week in the church
see.INF will.2SG
‘how many people you will see in church next week’

(2.4) Doubly-filled COMP (with CA 2PL)
wia viel Schulde dass=ets habets (LPE-D, Tarrenz-young)
how much debt that=CA.2PL have.2PL
‘how deep you are in debt’

State of Research: Both phenomena have been extensively dis-
cussed over the past decades. While research has focused less on
areal distribution and more on the implications of the phenome-
non for theories of grammar, there is considerable documentation
of its regional spread. Weiß (2005) describes CA as a phenomenon
that appears in most Continental West Germanic dialects,
although he emphasizes that there is considerable variation
between different dialects.While some dialects have aminimal sys-
tem, where only the 2SG shows CA, other dialects show agreement
for all persons. Regarding Austria, the phenomenon appears pre-
dominantly in the Central Bavarian dialect area and here in the
2SG and 2PL (cf. Fingerhuth & Lenz, accepted). In the 2PL,
Central Bavarian varieties predominantly show the morpheme -s,
but the morpheme -ts, common in Northern Bavarian, has also
been documented (cf. Lenz et al., 2015: 13–15). In varieties that
demonstrate the morpheme -ts, it is phonologically mostly identi-
cal to the corresponding verb ending. This is more generally the
case with the 2SG, where the CA-morpheme -st is phonologically
identical to the 2SG verbal inflection (cf. (2.2)). The exact nature of
the CA is debatable (cf. Bayer, 1984; Fuß, 2008; Gruber, 2008).
Weiß (2005, 2017) interprets the historic origin of CA in the rean-
alysis of subject clitics as inflectional morphemes. Regarding DFC,
a wider distribution can be assumed, extending frommainland and
insular Scandinavian (cf. Larsson, 2014) over West Flemish to
Alemannic and Bavarian dialects (Penner, 1993; Schallert, Dröge
& Pheiff, accepted). Different factors influencing the occurrence
of DFC have been discussed, including a frequent co-occurrence
with stressed interrogative pronouns, as well as the occurrence
in dependence on the complexity of wh-words, and animacy
(Bayer & Brandner, 2008; Fingerhuth & Lenz, accepted; Schallert
et al., accepted).

In the SFB DiÖ LPE: Existing research suggests that the
appearance of CA and DFC is connected to at least two linguistic
factors: the grammatical features of the verbal inflection and the
type and complexity of the element(s) in the C-domain. Our
LPE therefore attempts to elicit subordinate clauses in four sets
of three tasks each. Each set aims to elicit a different subordinating
element: wann (‘when’) as a simplex wh-adverb; wie viele Leute
(‘how many people’) as a complex NP with an interrogative

Figure 1. Example of the visual stimulus depicting the phenomenon group of the
“determiner doubling.” It is accompanied by an auditive stimulus Oh, das ist aber
: : : (‘Oh, this is really : : : ‘). The intensifying particle plus adjective (in this example:
so ‘such’ and lieb ‘lovely’) appear in a circular motion.
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wh-determiner; ob ‘if ’ as a simplex subordinating conjunction; and
bis wann ‘until when’ with a wh-element within a PP. Within these
four sets, three prompts attempt to elicit sentences with specific
verbal inflection (2SG, 2PL, and 1PL). The experiment uses
audio-visual prompts with an embedded written context (single
words) that correspond to a series of events narrated by a recorded
voice (cf. Fig. 2). The first two events provide a context of past and
present events (e.g., Letztes Jahr habt ihr 3 Leuten auf dem Hof
geholfen. Dieses Jahr habt ihr 5 Leuten auf dem Hof geholfen.
‘Last year you helped 3 people on the farm. This year you helped
5 people on the farm.’). The third event is placed in the future by
the text in the visual stimulus (e.g., nächstes Jahr ‘next year’) and
marked with a question mark. The narrator stops after uttering Ich
frage mich, . . . (‘I wonder, . . .’), leaving the completion of the sen-
tence to the participant, e.g., with wie vielen Leuten ihr nächstes
Jahr auf demHof helft (‘howmany people you will help on the farm
next year’). The prompts aim to elicit sentences as follows: 1.) with
the subordinating element wann (‘when’): Fabian/Martin treffen
(‘meet Fabian/Martin’, 2SG), Bernhard/Karl besuchen (‘visit
Bernhard/Karl’, 1PL), Paul/Michael helfen (‘help Paul/Michael’,
2PL); 2.) with the introducing phrase wie viele þ NP (‘how many
þ NP’): Leute sehen (‘see people’, 2SG), Freunde treffen (‘meet
friends’, 1PL), Leuten helfen (‘help people’, 2PL); 3.) with the
subordinating element ob (‘if’): zur Schule gehen (‘go to school’,
2SG), in die Stadt fahren (‘go to town’, 1PL), arbeiten (‘work’,
2PL); 4.) with the introducing PP bis wann (‘until when’):
Hausaufgaben fertig haben (‘have finished homework’, 2SG),
arbeiten (‘work’, 1PL), schlafen (‘sleep’, 2PL).

Example III: LPE on “final infinitival constructions”

LPE Type: Closed completion tasks with image and video stimuli,
without written text, with no narrative context and a medium level
of suggestion. Short description: In German, there are different
infinitival constructions to express intention, purpose, and goal:
While the construction consisting of um zu (‘in order to’)þ infini-
tive (cf. (3.1)) is accorded the status of standard language (cf.
Zifonun, Hoffmann & Strecker, 1997: 829), the variants with für
zu(m) (‘for to’) or zum (‘to=the.DAT’) þ infinitive (cf. (3.2)/
(3.3)/(3.4)) are considered non-standard (cf. Demske, 2011: 38).
Final clauses introduced by dass (‘that’) (cf. (3.6)) or damit (‘so
that’) (cf. (3.5)) are alternatives to final infinitival constructions.

(3) Examples for final infinitival constructions from the
SFB DiÖ

(3.1) Construction with um zu ‘in order to’
um zu schlafen (LPE-S, Steyrling-young)
in order to sleep.INF
‘in order to sleep’

(3.2) zum construction with incorporation of a generic object
zu-m Rosen mahen (LPE-D, Allentsteig-young)
to-the.DAT lawn mow.INF
‘for the mowing of the lawn/in order to mow the lawn’

(3.3) zum construction with prepositional attribute of the
nominalized infinitive

zu-m an-nahen von an Knopf auf a Hosen (LPE-D,
Weißbriach-young)
to-the.DAT on-sew.INF of a button onto a trouser
‘for the sewing of a button [. . .]/in order to sew a button onto
a pair of trousers’

(3.4) zum construction with a complex incorporated direct
object

zu-m an Nagel in-s Holz ihi-schlogen (LPE-D,
Raggal-young)
to-the.DAT a nail in-the wood in-hammer.INF
‘for the hammering of a nail [ : : : ]/in order to hammer a nail
into the piece of wood‘

(3.5) Final clause introduced by damit ‘so that’
damit ma wandern kann geh (LPE-D, Neckenmarkt-old)
so that one hike.INF can go.INF
‘so that one can go hiking’

(3.6) Final clause introduced by dass ‘that’
dass man den Nagel in das Holz schlagen kann
(LPE-S, Oberwölz-old)
that one the nail into the wood hammer.INF can
‘so that one can hammer a nail into the piece of wood’

State of Research: Until now, few publications have addressed
infinitival constructions in German. Regarding the areal
distribution of the variants, Donhauser (1989) and Weiß (1998)
observe the occurrence of the infinitival construction with zum
‘to-the.DAT’ in Bavarian, Kallenborn (2016) in Western Central
German varieties, and Seiler (2005) in German-speaking
Switzerland. The question whether the construction with zum
‘to-the.DAT’ in Bavarian Dialects is verbal or nominal is a large
issue in literature on infinitival constructions17. In Alemannic dia-
lects, the infinitival construction with zum is interpreted as verbal,
since any number of complements can be put between zum and the
infinitive, and even a complex direct object is permissible in the
construction (cf. Schallert, 2013; Seiler, 2005). Such constructions
(cf. (3.4) for Alemannic Raggal) are uncommon in Bavarian, where
the strategy to deal with complements is to incorporate generic
objects only (cf. (3.2)) or the complements are added in the form
of a prepositional attribute (cf. (3.3)). While Bayer (1993) and
Zehetner (1985) interpret the Bavarian infinitive as nominal,
Weiß (1998) concludes that there are two types of constructions
with zum ‘to-the.DAT’ in Bavarian, phrases with a nominal infini-
tive and phrases with a verbal infinitive (cf. Weiß, 1998: 242ff.). As
the the map for “um/für zu kaufen” (‘in order to’ / ‘for to buy’) of
the ‘Atlas of Colloquial German’ (AdA) reveals, the für zu(m) ‘for
to’ construction seems to be predominant in ‘intermediate’
colloquial varieties of Western Central and Western Upper
German. In addition, few occurrences can be found in the
Bavarian area in the Southeast of Germany and in Austria
(cf. <www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/runde-3/f04e/>).

Figure 2. Example of the visual stimulus depicting the phenomenon group of the “varia-
tion in the complementizer domain.” It is accompanied by an auditive stimulus (e.g. ‘You
didn’t do your homework yesterday (gestern). You haven’t done it today (heute).’) that
ends with the statement Ich frage mich, : : : (‘I wonder, : : : ’) for completion by the
participant.
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In the SFB DiÖ LPE: Within the framework of the SFB DiÖ
experiments, a total of 14 tasks (7 in the dialect and 7 in the stan-
dard run of the LPE) are used to study the usage frequencies and
syntactic-semantic selection parameters of the final infinitival con-
structions. As concrete linguistic control factors, the valency of
verbs is tested by presenting actions intending to evoke: intransi-
tive verbs (wandern ‘to hike’ and schlafen ‘to sleep’), transitive
verbs ((den Rasen) mähen ‘to mow (the lawn)’ and (Geldscheine
in Stücke) schneiden ‘to cut (banknotes into pieces)’), and ditran-
sitive verbs ((einen Nagel in ein Stück Holz) schlagen ‘to hammer (a
nail into a piece of wood)’ and (einen Knopf an eine Hose) nähen ‘to
sew (a button onto trousers)’).

The design ofKallenborn’s (2016) speech production experiment
is used in extended form in the SFB DiÖ; it exposes the speakers to a
complex stimulus consisting of a video clip, a picture and an audio
recording (cf. Fig. 3). To ensure that the function of the intended
object (e.g., hiking boots or a lawnmower) is in the focus of the
speaker’s description, a picture of these objects is explicitly shown
beside the video. The purpose of the video clip is to portray the spe-
cific action for which the object is required. The speakers must com-
plete the sentence Das braucht man, : : : (‘This is required, : : : ’).

4. Case study: LPE on German GET passives

The following section provides a detailed case study of one selected
linguistic phenomenon to illustrate the productivity and validity of
LPEs for the analysis of syntactic variation. At the same time, this
section reflects on potential problems inherent to the method. For
several reasons, described inmore detail below, the analysis focuses
on the German GET passive. Section 4.1 describes the phenome-
non in general and reviews previous research. Section 4.2 provides
a (predominantly methodological) discussion of the data gathered
by the SFB DiÖ by LPEs.

4.1 General remarks on the German GET passives

The phenomenon chosen to illustrate methodology and applica-
tion of the LPEs has been referenced with different terms in pre-
vious research:18

1. GET passive (or, in German literature, “kriegen/bekommen/
erhalten passive”). This term refers to the pattern used in
German. This non-canonical type of passive uses an auxiliary
verb from the semantic network of transfer verbs (cf. Lenz,
2013b) (usually kriegen ‘to get’ or bekommen ‘to get/receive’,
less frequently erhalten ‘to obtain’) that combines with a past
participle (cf. (4.1) and (4.2)). Selection of the auxiliary
depends on numerous factors—semantic, syntactic, stylistic,

and sociolinguistic—in complex interaction (cf. Lenz, 2013a).
Except for a few areas, kriegen serves as the auxiliary in dialect
varieties of German. Only in some (predominantly Western)
Upper German dialects (e.g., Swiss German varieties), bekom-
men is the equivalent auxiliary. However, even where the dia-
lectal GET passive appears with bekommen, it is restricted to
specific syntactic-semantic contexts that indicate a presently
low degree of grammaticalization of the bekommen passive.
When considering areal varieties with greater coverage than
the base dialects (i.e., regiolects, cf. Lenz, 2010), kriegen and
bekommen co-occur more frequently as auxiliaries. bekom-
men generally appears more frequently in contexts closer to
standard language than kriegen, which bears stronger associa-
tions of non-standard varieties. The auxiliary erhalten, however,
appears neither in dialects nor regiolects but only in the context of
standard language, particularly in writing with a rather high
degree of formality.19 In these contexts, erhalten functions as
an auxiliary that is stylistically marked as a “higher” variant,
while bekommen appears as a rather unmarked, neutral auxiliary
(cf. Eroms, 2000: 396; Lenz, 2013a).

2. Dative passive: While the subject of the Germanwerden passive
(Vorgangspassiv ‘event passive’) is equivalent to the direct
object (accusative) of the corresponding active sentence (cf.
(4.3) versus (4.4)), the subject of a dative passive is (usually)
equal to the indirect dative ‘object’ (either required by the pred-
icate’s valence structure or as a free attribute) of the corre-
sponding active sentence (cf. (4.1)/(4.2) versus (4.4)). For the
Bavarian dialect area, the term dative passive is to some extent
misleading, because many non-standard varieties exhibit syn-
cretism of dative and accusative in a single oblique case.

3. Recipient passive, addressee passive, beneficiary passive: These
alternative terms for the construction capture the prototypical
semantic roles of the subjects that occur most frequently (and
historically first; cf. Lenz, 2012) in German GET-passive con-
structions.

(4) Examples for GET-passive and alternative constructions
from the SFB DiÖ

(4.1) GET passive (with kriegen ‘to get’ auxiliary)
Der Moo kriagt d=Hoa gschnitten. (LPE-D,
Allentsteig-young)
[the man].NOM. gets the=hair.ACC cut.PASTPART
‘He is getting his hair cut.’

(4.2) GET passive (with bekommen ‘to get/receive’ auxiliary)
Der Mann bekommt seine Haare geschnitten. (LPE-S,
Allentsteig-young)
[the man].NOM gets [his hair].ACC cut.PASTPART
‘He is getting his hair cut.’

Figure 3. Example of the visual stimulus depicting the phenomenon group of the “Final infinitival constructions.” This is parallel to the auditive stimulus Das braucht man, : : :
(‘This is required, : : : ’).
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(4.3) Event passive (with werden ‘to become’ auxiliary)
Dem Maa werden d=Hoar gschnitte. (LPE-D,
Raggal-young)
[the man].DAT becomes [the=hair].NOM cut.PASTPART
‘The hair is being cut (for him).’

(4.4) Active construction with “recipient” (beneficiary) as
dative complement
Jemand schniedet ihm d=Hoar. (LPE-D, Raggal-young)
someone.NOM cuts he.DAT [the=hair].ACC
‘Someone is cutting his hair.’

Over the past two decades, few other syntactic constructions have
drawn more attention from both areal variationist linguistics and
non-variationist theoretical linguistics. This interest highlights the
phenomenon’s value for different linguistic approaches and allows
the researcher to access a wide range of findings from previous
analyses. Based on this previous research on the dative passive from
areal-linguistic work, the construction’s grammaticalization has pro-
gressed with considerable regional differences within the Germanic
language area. Grammaticalization appears to have progressed the
farthest in Luxembourg and the West Central and West Low
German areas (Lenz, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2018a). This regional pattern
can (to a varying degree) be found in all layers of vertical variation in
the German language area, ranging from dialects to the written stan-
dard language (Lenz, 2013a). Regarding Upper German areas
(which includes Austria), a degree of grammaticalization for the
GET passive appears only with ditransitive verbs in combination
with subject referents that have the semantic role of beneficiary or
recipient. Mono- and intransitive lexical verbs that appear with
dative passives in (especially the Western parts of) Central and
Low German areas (e.g., Er kriegt/bekommt/*erhält geholfen. ‘He is
getting helped.’), or constructions where the subject referent appears
in the semantic role of “maleficiary” or “loser” of a transfer (e.g.,
Er kriegt/bekommt/*erhält etwas gestohlen. ‘He is getting something
stolen./Something is stolen from him.’) appear not to be possible in
Upper German varieties at this point in time (Lenz, 2009, 2013b,
2018a). The following aspects make the GET passive a particularly
suitable phenomenon to reflect upon the potential as well as the lim-
itations of LPEs as a method of data collection:

Substantial previous research: The GET passive has inspired con-
siderable research from different linguistic subdisciplines. This
alone speaks to the phenomenon’s relevance to a broad linguis-
tic audience. The different theoretical and methodological
approaches taken in previous work provide a rich pool for
the investigation of research methodology. From this perspec-
tive, the phenomenon itself functions as a means to an end.

Complex areal and social distribution: Areal-linguistic research
indicates that grammaticalization of the GET passive (presently)
has progressed to differing degrees in the German-speaking
area. The Upper German area (which includes Austria) is an
area in which the construction is in a comparatively early stage
of grammaticalization. The regional differences appear (to dif-
ferent extent) on all varieties of the ‘vertical’ dialect-standard-
axis, ranging from dialects over ‘intermediate’ varieties up to
(written) standard varieties.

Linguistic complexity: The complex linguistic (syntactic-semantic)
factors that influence the use of a GET passive show variation in
(areal and social) space and thus make it possible to investigate its
spreading grammaticalization synchronically.

High degree of dynamics: The indicated linguistic and extra-
linguistic dynamics of the phenomenon is reflected in the
changes that can be documented over short periods of time.

Lay-linguistic relevance: Passive constructions are not the most
salient object to inspire lay-linguistic discourse. Nonetheless,
the use of the passive auxiliaries or their lexical origin are a
frequent topic of meta-communicative discourse.20

4.2 SFB DiÖ LPEs on the analysis of the GET passive in
Austria

The LPE on German GET passives in Austria consists of five tasks
that are used in a setting that aims to elicit the standard language
(within the LPE-S) and the dialect (within the LPE-D), thus expos-
ing every participant to 10 prompts. Within the framework of the
complex surveys of project part 03, at least 130 speakers in 13 loca-
tions in rural areas of Austria took part in the surveys. To ensure a
uniform frame of reference, strict selection criteria were analyzed
and defined for the survey locations: locations were selected which
a) are small villages in rural areas and b) have enough speakers who
fulfil the requisite socio-demographic criteria. Comparable to the
SyHD project (in Hesse) and the SynBai (Syntax bairischer
Dialekte ‘Syntax of Bavarian Dialects’) pilot study21, the research
locations have populations of between 500 and 2,000 inhabitants.
These locations are distributed across Austria (considering both
the various federal states as well as the dialect geography of
Austria; see Maps 1–4 below). The selection of speakers is directly
linked to the central aim of the SFB DiÖ project part 03, namely
gathering data on the variation and dynamics of the entire vertical
spectrum of spoken German in each location, as well as of the
individual spectra of linguistic possibility of its inhabitants.
Consequently, the types of “autochthonous” speakers represented
are as varied as possible, reflecting a broad range of variety compe-
tences and variation behavior (i.e., themost divergent “communities
of practice,” Eckert & Rickford, 2001), which, when drawn together,
in the inter-individual summary will portray the local variety spec-
trum of each location as authentically as possible. Because the
hypothesis that language behavior and extralinguistic criteria in
Austria are interconnected in a complex and regionally specific
manner, the selection of speakers is based on extralinguistic
criteria.22 In the project, the social variables of age, gender, level
of education, and—closely related to the latter—type of occupation
(manual or communication-oriented), as well as “regional mobility”
(depending on the commute between home and place of work) are
applied and examined as selection criteria.23 One group of speakers
(NORMs andNORFs) consists of individuals aged 60 and older who
have spent their entire lives in the investigated location, most of
them spent their working life either in said location or the immediate
proximity in a manual profession, and are retired at the time of
the interview. A second group of younger speakers, aged 18 to 35,
displays more variation in terms of formal education, (regional)
mobility and type of profession. For reasons of research practicabil-
ity, the number of speakers has been restricted to 10 persons per
location (2 older NORMs, 8 younger speakers, 4 with lower and
4 with higher level of formal education). In an ideal scenario, each
of the 130 or more participants provides at least one relevant
response to the experiment, providing aminimum of 1300 instances
for a type-token analysis of the GET passive or other competing
variants (650 each in LPE-S and LPE-D). The results presented in
this article rely on data of 92 “autochthonous” participants from
eight locations inAustria that represent five different dialect subareas
(see Maps 1–4 below): East Central Bavarian (Allentsteig and
Neumarkt/Ybbs, both Lower Austria, as well as Steyrling, Upper
Austria), the Central-South Bavarian transition area (Neckenmarkt,
Burgenland), South Bavarian (Tux, Tyrol, and Weißbriach,
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Map 1. Frequencies (in %) of constructions in the LPE eliciting LPE-D by location, video stimulus “putting on glasses” (Allentsteig: n= 10; Neckenmarkt: n= 13; Neumarkt/Ybbs:
n= 17; Steyrling: n= 19; Tarrenz: n= 17; Tux: n= 21; Weißbriach: n= 12; Raggal: n= 14)

Map 2. Frequencies (in %) of constructions in the LPE eliciting LPE-S by location, video stimulus “putting on glasses” (Allentsteig: n= 10; Neckenmarkt: n= 13; Neumarkt/Ybbs:
n= 14; Steyrling: n= 15; Tarrenz: n= 17; Tux: n= 19; Weißbriach: n= 13; Raggal: n= 13)

Map 3. Frequencies (in %) of constructions in the LPE eliciting LPE-D by location, video stimulus “pulling tooth” (Allentsteig: n= 11; Neckenmarkt: n= 20; Neumarkt/Ybbs: n= 14;
Steyrling: n= 14; Tarrenz: n= 14; Tux: n= 18; Weißbriach: n= 12; Raggal: n= 13)
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Carinthia), the Alemannic-Bavarian transition area (Tarrenz, Tyrol),
and Highest Alemannic (Raggal, Vorarlberg).

According to previous research, two linguistic factors that sig-
nificantly influence the realization of a GET passive are the valency
of the main verb and the semantic role of the subject’s referent. The
LPE (similar to Lenz, 2008, 2009) employs a video clip in every
task. Each clip in a task set shows a (male) person in a situation
where a particular action is performed on him: a tooth is pulled,
a pair of glasses is put on his nose, his hair is cut, water is poured
into a glass standing on the table in front of him, and a banana is
taken from his hand. The main person therefore appears in differ-
ent roles: as recipient of a transfer (with a neutral facial expression)
by which water or glasses (re)enter his possession, as beneficiary
receiving a haircut; as beneficiary of whom a tooth is extracted,
which from his facial expression has a remedial effect and is appre-
ciated; further, in the situation where he is bereft of the banana, he
appears as a “maleficiary” who responds to the action by explicit
discontent. In each situation, the person doing something to the
main person is outside the frame of the video and only the agent’s
arms or hands are visible. The still images in Fig. 4 are taken from
the video “putting on glasses” and exemplify the focus on the main
person and the progression of the action. According to research,
the GET passive in the Upper German area only appears in
instances that reflect a lower degree of grammaticalization (i.e.,
with subject referent in the role of recipient or beneficiary).
Instances with transitive verbs where the subject referent appears
to be losing something (“maleficiary” of a privative act, i.e., an act

of taking away sth. from so.) are rare. At this point, GET passives
with intransitive dative verbs like helfen (‘help’) or mono-transitive
verbs like schimpfen (‘scold’) do not appear to be part of Upper
German varieties. For this reason, the videos only present actions
that have a high potential of evoking transitive constructions: two
giving actions (pouring water and putting on glasses), a cutting
action, a pulling action, and a taking (away) action. Prior to the
video, a recorded voice asks, “What’s happening to the man?”
(recorded either by an ORF-newscaster to elicit the standard lan-
guage usage or a speaker of the participants local dialect to elicit the
speaker’s dialect), prompting the participant to respond. The
expected answer is spontaneous and consists of a single, complete
sentence. The definite wording of the question and the “hiding” of
the agent aim to influence the theme-rhyme structure of the speak-
er’s answer in the direction of a response that has the male main
person as the subject referent in the topic position.

LPE Type: Open questions with video stimuli, without written
text, with no narrative context and a low level of suggestion.

4.3 Results of the GET passive LPEs from the SFB DiÖ data

The following section presents the first results from the data elic-
ited using the LPEs. As previously mentioned, the data represents
responses given by 92 participants (53 female, 39 male) from eight
locations in Austria. 25 of the respondents represent an older gen-
eration (Ø 71.7 years), 67 a younger generation (Ø 26.9 years). The
participants’ answers contain 1,205 responses relevant to the

Map 4. Frequencies (in %) of constructions in the LPE eliciting LPE-S by location, video stimulus “pulling tooth” (Allentsteig: n= 10; Neckenmarkt: n= 15; Neumarkt/Ybbs: n= 19;
Steyrling: n= 14; Tarrenz: n= 13; Tux: n= 26; Weißbriach: n= 14; Raggal: n= 12)

Figure 4. Example of the visual stimulus depicting the phenomenon group of the “GET passive” in the LPE. This is parallel to the auditive stimulus Was passiert mit
dem Mann? (‘What’s happening to the man?’).
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investigation of the GET passive, 596 of which occurred in LPE-D,
609 in LPE-S. These numbers relate to the productivity of the LPEs
in terms of quantity. Relevance in this context is judged based
on whether the participant’s response to the stimulus question
(‘What’s happening to the man?’) captures the pictured frame
and their description of the scene verbalizes the entities at the core
of the frame.24 E.g., in the case of “putting on glasses,” answers were
considered relevant if they contained the glasses as a reference object
and at the same time described an action of PUTTING (ON). In
contrast, answers like Der ist beim Optiker. (‘He’s at the optom-
etrist.‘) or Er probiert eine Brille. (‘He tries on glasses.’) were consid-
ered irrelevant. In situations where participants uttered irrelevant
responses, the interviewer asked them to try a further response
and replayed the video and accompanying stimulus question. Of
the 103 instances where participants gave irrelevant responses in
their first attempt, the interviewers’ intervention provided relevant
responses in 80 instances of the follow-up responses. The lowest
number of relevant responses for a single respondent is nine, mean-
ing that not a single participant gave only irrelevant answers. Even
older participants, for which it was assumed that the length, com-
plexity, and the unfamiliarity of the survey (of which the LPEs
are only one part) could be problematic, produced an average of
13.8 relevant responses. The extent to which the participants gave
relevant responses independently or only after the interviewer’s
intervention is considered as metadatum in the data preparation.

Fig. 5 shows the relative frequencies of variants the LPE pro-
duced in the two runs aiming at LPE-S and LPE-D. It considers
the following three types of constructions:

• Active constructions: 41.30% of the active constructions in
the LPE-S and 65.66% in the LPE-D responses contain an
agentive subject. In these responses, the participants of the
LPE predominantly realize the person in the center of the
video as object of the action as in (5.1). If the main actor is
realized as the subject, this is predominantly in the semantic
role of recipient (as in (5.2), 46.38% in LPE-S and 26.26% in
LPE-D). A further type of active construction involves lassen
(‘to let’), and perceives the subject referent as being in a pas-
sive role (6.52% in LPE-S, 4.04% in LPE-D; cf. (5.3)). Other
less frequent active constructions represent 5.80% (LPE-S)
and 4.04% (LPE-D) of the instances.

• werden passive: As is the case with the active constructions, the
werden passive is a category that contains different subcatego-
ries. In the majority of instances, the main actor, realized as
the indirect object of the werden passive construction, predomi-
nantly appears in the Vorfeld (topic position (6.1); 90.51% in
LPE-S, 95.81% in LPE-D). Less frequently, the main person
appears in the Mittelfeld (middle field (6.2); 9.49% in LPE-S,
4,19% in LPE-D).

• GET passives: The GET passives in Fig. 5 contain all GET pas-
sives regardless of the specific auxiliary used in the construction.
In all instances, the main character appears topicalized in the
Vorfeld of the utterance (cf. (4.1) and (4.2)).

(5) Examples for active constructions from the SFB DiÖ LPE

(5.1) Agent as subject referent
Dem setzt wer a Brüün auf. (LPE-D,
Neumarkt/Ybbs-young)
the.DAT put someone.NOM a glasses.ACC.SG on
‘Someone is putting glasses on him.’

(5.2) “Recipient” as subject referent
Der Mou kriagt a Glasl Wosser. (LPE-D,
Steyrling-young)
[The man].NOM gets a glass.DIM water
‘The man is getting a glass of water.’

(5.3) lassen construction
Er lässt sich die Haare schneiden. (LPE-S,
Tux-old)
He.NOM lets/allows himself the hair.PL cut.INF
‘He is having his hair cut.’

(6) Examples for werden passive from the SFB DiÖ LPE

(6.1) “Recipient” as object in the Vorfeld
Ihm werden die Haare geschnitten. (LPE-S, Neckenmarkt-
young)
He.DAT becomes the hair.PL cut
‘His hair is being cut (for him).’

(6.2) “Recipient” (here: “loser”/maleficiary) as dative
complement in the Mittelfeld

Die Banane wird ihm weggenommen. (LPE-S,
Neumarkt/Ybbs-old)
the banana becomes he.DAT away-taken
‘The banana is stolen (from him).’

Fig. 5 indicates that the LPE produces primarily passive con-
structions in both LPE-D and LPE-S, as intended. Among these,
the werden passive appears most frequently in both settings, i.e.,
the passive construction in which the main person is perceived
as an indirect object (c.f. 6.1). Active constructions are less frequent
but appear particularly in responses to the videos showing “putting
on glasses” and “pouring water.”Most of these active constructions
contain the pattern Er kriegt/bekommt Wasser (in sein Glas). (‘He
gets water (in his glass)’) or Er kriegt/bekommt eine Brille (auf die
Nase). (‘He gets glasses (on his nose).’ cf. also (5.2)). Participants
therefore use active constructions that offer advantages similar to
those of passive constructions: These active constructions of the
type “X gets Y,” like passive constructions in general, allow for a
reduction of arguments (specifically, the omission of the agent
referent), and—like GET passive constructions—allow the recipi-
ent to take the role of subject and appear in the Vorfeld as thematic
focus (cf. Zifonun et al.,1997: 1849f.). Regarding the other prompts,
these types of active constructions are either barely used or difficult
to construct (e.g., Er bekommt Hilfe/einen Haarschnitt/*einen
Bananenklau. ‘He gets help/a haircut/*a banana-theft.’).25

LPE-S LPE-D
active 22.66% 33.22%

67.98% 58.39%
GET passive 9.36% 8.39%
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Figure 5. Frequencies (in %) of constructions in the LPEs (LPE-D: n= 596, LPE-S:
n= 609)
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In addition to the active and werden passive constructions, the
experiment also produced GET passive constructions. The
frequencies in LPE-S and LPE-D are similar. This first glance at
the data is notable: while the LPE shows a low frequency of
GET passives, the data suggests that it is, at least to some degree,
established in registers of spoken German closer to the standard
and the dialects. Unlike previous research on the phenomenon,
the LPE provides substantiated data on which constructions can
be considered alternatives to the GET passive in situations that
require the verbalization and perspectivization of the recipient
of a ditransitive verb-action, and to what ratio these constructions
are used. Fig. 6 offers a different and closer look at the data. It dis-
plays only the auxiliaries participants chose in their GET passive
realizations and further distinguishes the younger and older
speaker generations. Contrasting the different experiment settings
reveals striking situational differences, primarily concerning the
choice of passive auxiliary. The frequency of the GET passive
appear to differ only slightly between speaker generations and
LPE settings. The kriegen passive is dominant in the LPE-D (49
out of 50, 98.0%), while there is a strong preference for the bekom-
men passive in the LPE-S (55 out of 57, 96.5%). Passives using
erhalten at this point are not documented in the SFB DiÖ data.
These findings are consistent with previous research on the verti-
cal-social distribution of passive auxiliaries in the East Upper
German language area and confirm the assumption that the meth-
odological design of the LPE makes it possible to target aspects of
distinct varieties. As Fig. 7 also indicates, younger speakers seem to
produce higher frequencies of passive constructions (werden as
well as GET passives) than the older generation.

To validate the observations, a statistical analysis of the data
elicited through the LPEs is provided. While the experiments
proved generally effective in eliciting descriptions of the actions
in the video stimuli, there are instances where participants gave
responses that strayed from the intended answers. In such
instances, and to elicit information on alternative constructions,
the interviewers frequently asked participants to provide further
responses. This practice can influence the results of a quantitative
analysis of the data. At the same time, excluding these additional
answers and relying purely on the participants’ first responses con-
siderably reduces the available data: While the experiments elicited
a total of 1,205 relevant responses across both settings, this number

drops to 826 when only the first and spontaneous responses
that were given without interference from the interviewer are con-
sidered. To address this, statistical analyses on both datasets were
performed. The comparison of the results showed only slight
differences between them. In the following section, the findings
from the full dataset (1,205 responses) are discussed. When the
results from the smaller dataset did not indicate an interpretation
in the same order of magnitude, this is explicitly noted. Tomeasure
whether an observed difference between settings or participant
groups is within the margins of probable results, if the variants
were used to an equal extent, p-values based on the application
of Fisher’s Exact test are reported.

A comparison of all data from the experiments revealed a fun-
damental difference between the responses given in the LPE-D
(dialect run) and in the LPE-S (standard run). While passive
constructions (werden and GET passives taken together) are used
more frequently than active constructions, there appear to be
differences between both elicitation settings. Active constructions
have a higher relative frequency (p< 0.001) in the LPE-D (198 out
of 596 responses, 33.2%) than in the LPE-S (138 out of 609, 22.6%).
A closer look at the older participants reveals that the difference
between experiment settings is even more marked for this group.
In the dialect run, active constructions are more frequent (89 out of
166, 53.6%) than passive constructions, and thus markedly more
frequent (p= 0.002) than in the standard run, where only about
a third of constructions are active (65 out of 178, 36.5%).26

While the younger participants use active constructions less fre-
quently than passive constructions in both settings, they appear
more frequently (p = 0.003) in the LPE-D (109 out of 430,
25.3%) than in the LPE-S (73 out of 430, 16.0%).27 A direct com-
parison of the responses between older and younger participants in
both runs confirms the difference between participant groups:
Younger participants used passive constructions more frequently
than older participants both in the LPE-D (p< 0.001) and the
LPE-S (p < 0.001). The parallels between the results from the
LPE and previous research clearly back the validity of the experi-
mental settings used in the SFB DiÖ. Among the passive construc-
tions, the GET passives are generally less frequent than the werden
passives. However, in contrast to the general frequencies of passive
constructions, the use of GET passives does not appear to be de-
pendent on age. A comparison of the responses from both speaker
generations shows that while older speakers appear to use GET

old young old young
LPE-S LPE-D

90.00% 97.87% 0.00% 2.50%
10.00% 2.13% 100.00% 97.50%
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Figure 6. Frequencies (in %) of the auxiliaries kriegen ‘to get‘ and bekommen ‘to get/
receive’ in the GET-passive constructions of both speaker generations (old: n= 10
(LPE-D) and n= 10 (LPE-S); young: n= 40 (LPE-D) and n= 47 (LPE-S))

old young old young
LPE-S LPE-D

active 36.52% 16.94% 53.61% 25.35%
57.87% 72.16% 40.36% 65.35%
5.06% 10.67% 0.00% 0.23%
0.56% 0.23% 6.02% 9.07%
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Figure 7. Frequencies (in %) of constructions in both LPE settings by generation (old:
n= 166 (LPE-D) and n= 178 (LPE-S); young: n= 430 (LPE-D) and n= 431 (LPE-S))
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passive constructions slightly less frequently (10 out of 113, 8.8%)
than younger respondents (47 out of 348, 13.5%), this difference is
within the margin of probable results (p= 0.2508). This similarity
is even more pronounced in the intended dialect where the relative
frequency of GET passives is similar (p = 0.8502) between older
(10 out of 77, 13.0%) and younger (40 out of 321, 12.5%) respon-
dents. Across both participant groups, there is a strong preference
for one or the other form of the GET passive (kriegen versus
bekommen passive) that is dependent on the experiment set-
ting (p < 0.001).

Fig. 8 shows the results of the five distinct tasks in further detail
within each setting and indicates the constructions used in the
responses to every video. Asmentioned above, the clips demonstrat-
ing “putting on glasses” and “pouring water” evoke particularly
increased frequencies of active constructions, while the other three
videos show these forms more rarely. At the same time, these two
videos elicit the highest amount of GET passives (15.22% to
20.18%) in both LPE runs. These videos depict actions in which
the main character takes the role of recipient, which ideally fits
the GET passive (cf. above). The third and fourth most frequent
are GET passives for the videos “pull tooth” (6.51% to 8.62%) and
“cut hair” (1.71% to 3.3%). They suggest that the syntactic-semantic
restrictions for the use of the GET passive are softening both in stan-
dard and non-standard varieties of Upper German. In comparison
to the “cutting hair,” the action “pulling tooth” is a transitive action
in which a (direct) object is not only modified (like hairs that are
being cut) but in which an entity is “leaving” the subject referent.
Therefore, “pulling tooth” is semantically/conceptually an action
which is closer to a prototypical act of transfer (a prototypical
GET event) than an action of haircut. These semantic-conceptual
differences are mirrored in the (at least slowly) divergent frequencies
of GET passives evoked by these two videos. Only the video “steal
banana” at this point has prompted only one isolated response that
used a GET passive, shown in Fig. 8. Ditransitive verbs with privative
semantics thus remain rare inUpperGerman varieties, both in regis-
ters close to the standard and in the dialects.

Application of a general linear mixed-effects model (Bates,
Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2015) to the data that asks for the
occurrence of GET passive constructions in dependence of the dif-
ferent stimuli, age groups, and experiment settings as fixed effects,
and the participants as random effects, supports the observations
on potential of the different stimuli to elicit GET passives and their
competing variants. Further, the statistical analyses suggest that
there are differences in the degree that the different stimuli elicit
GET passive constructions. In comparison to the stimulus “putting
on glasses,” the category that was mapped onto the intercept, the
stimulus “pouring water” did not show any significant difference
(β = 0.214, SE= 0.351, z= 0.611, p= 0.541). However, the three
other stimuli elicited GET passives to a significantly lower degree
(“pulling tooth”: β = −1.863, SE= 0.391, z=−4.770, p< 0.001;
“cutting hair”: β =−3.288, SE = 0.554, z=−5.939 p< 0.001;
“stealing banana”: β=−5.311, SE= 1.141, z=−4.656, p< 0.001),
supporting the hypothesis that the permissibility of the use of
ditransitive verbs with privative semantics lags behind that of
verbs with the subject referent appearing as the recipient or ben-
eficiary of the action. These differences appear independent of the
participants’ age group or of the experimental setting. Overall, the
results point to the productivity and validity of the used video
stimuli in the LPEs. Results from further descriptions that require
different verbs with different valency patterns would be desirable.
However, considering the overall setup of the LPEs, in which
the GET passive is only one of several phenomena addressed,
and the greater context of the survey that includes an interview,
a conversation among friends, and translation as well as reading
tasks, it was not possible to include further tasks that aim at the
GET passive.

In the next step, the regional distribution of the syntactic var-
iants is used to illustrate to what extent the number and choice of
locations indicates regional differences in the use of the GET pas-
sive across Austria. For this, the responses to the videos “putting
on glasses” and “pulling tooth” are used. As shown in map 1–4,
the LPEs evoked at least some instances of the GET passive both

LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D
putting on
glasses pulling tooth stealing

banana cutting hair pouring water

active 24.56% 41.46% 8.94% 19.83% 16.67% 31.71% 15.00% 29.06% 44.93% 43.59%
55.26% 43.09% 84.55% 71.55% 82.46% 68.29% 81.67% 69.23% 39.86% 40.17%
20.18% 0.00% 4.88% 0.00% 0.88% 0.00% 3.33% 0.00% 15.22% 0.85%
0.00% 15.45% 1.63% 8.62% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.71% 0.00% 15.38%
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Figure 8. Frequencies (in%) of constructions in both LPE settings by video stimulus (“putting on glasses”: n= 114 (LPE-S) and n= 123 (LPE-D); “pulling tooth”: n= 123 (LPE-S) and
n= 116 (LPE-D); “stealing banana”: n= 114 (LPE-S) and n= 123 (LPE-D); “cutting hair”: n= 120 (LPE-S) and n= 117 (LPE-D); “pouring water”: n= 138 (LPE-S) and n= 117 (LPE-D))
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in LPE-D and LPE-S in each of the investigated locations. These
occurrences attest the arrival of the GET passive in all dialect
areas of Austria, in standard and dialectal varieties. Only weak
interregional differences appear. The comparison between the
locations in the Bavarian dialect area on the one hand, and the
Highest-Alemannic Raggal and Tarrenz in the Bavarian-
Alemannic transition area on the other hand, is particularly inter-
esting. In agreement with earlier research (Lenz, 2018a), the
GET passive appears generally more frequent in the Bavarian
area of Austria. It further supports the hypothesis that the
GET passive has the strongest restrictions in Alemannic varieties:
while some of the Alemannic-speaking respondents realize
GET passives to describe a transfer in the direction of the subject
referent (“putting on glasses”), there are no such responses to
“pulling tooth.” Lastly, the data from Raggal indicates that the
GET passive is not rooted in the Alemannic dialect but enters
the dialect “from above” by way of the standard variety (Lenz,
2013b). In all other locations, the GET passives appear both in
LPE-S and LPE-D.

Application of a further general linear mixed effects model to
the data requesting the occurrence of GET passive constructions
in the participants’ responses in dependence of the respondents
age group and region (divided into three areas: Alemannic,
Bavarian, and Alemannic-Bavarian transition area) as fixed effects
and the speaker id and the stimulus as random effects did not indi-
cate any significant regional differences in the use of the GET
passive. This changed when the model considered only the partic-
ipants’ responses in the intended dialect. Based on this data, the
data from the Bavarian region showed a significantly higher occur-
rence of GET passives (β = 3.373, SE= 1.667, z= 2.023, p= 0.043)
in comparison to the data from the Alemannic area. The data from
the Bavarian-Alemannic transition area in contrast did appear
similar to the Alemannic data (β = 1.818, SE = 2.048, z= 0.888,
p= 0.375).28 Age did not appear as a significant factor (β=−0.178,
SE = 1.059, z=−0.168, p= 0.866).

As a final aspect, the intra-individual dimension of variation is
considered. For this purpose, focus is concentrated on one selected
survey location, i.e., Weißbriach in the South Bavarian area where

eleven speakers took place in the LPE; two older informants and
nine younger ones. Their frequencies of constructions are visual-
ized in the situational comparison in Fig. 9 in which all five video
stimuli are taken together. The diagram reveals divergent variation
patterns across speakers and therefore different types of speakers:

1. There are speakers (0057, 0052, 0301) who in both LPE runs
(LPE-S and LPE-D) only produce werden passives besides less
frequent active constructions, but none GET passives.

2. There are speakers (0067, 0071) who only in the dialect run
(LPE-D) produce (some) GET passives which all represent
kriegen (‘to get’) passives.

3. There are speakers (0056, 0302, 0307) who only in the stan-
dard language context (LPE-S) produce (some) GET passives,
which all represent bekommen (‘to get/receive’) passives.

4. Finally, there are speakers (0300, 0304, 0308) who in both LPE
runs (LPE-S and LPE-D) produce GET passives which pri-
marily vary with werden (‘to become’) passives and less fre-
quently with active constructions. The GET passives of
these speakers contain the auxiliary kriegen (’to get’) only
in the LPE-D while they only produce bekommen (‘to get/
receive’) passives in the LPE-S.

To supplement Fig. 9, the Tables 2 and 3 show the distribution
of the various construction types with respect to the individual
speakers and the individual video stimuli. Together the results
illustrate that the situational distribution of the GET passives,
which can be observed across speakers and regions, is also evident
intra-individually. In all speakers’ variation repertoire, the kriegen
passives seems to be subject to their dialect repertoires, while
bekommen passives are part of their standard repertoire. Further-
more, implication relations which in synchrony can be drawn from
the intra-individual variation patterns in Weißbriach can also be
interpreted diachronically. These provide evidence for the chrono-
logical step of the grammaticalization pathways of the GET passive:
Tables 2 and 3 reveal regarding the single video stimuli, particu-
larly the actions “pouring water” and “putting on glasses” evoke
GET passives. Only among those speakers who produce GET

LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D LPE-S LPE-D
0056 (old-

male)
0057 (old-

female)
0067 (young-

male)
0071 (young-

male)
0300  (young-

male)
0302 (young-

male)
0304 (young-

male)
0307 (young-

male)
0052 (young-

female)
0301 (young-

female)
0308 (young-

female)

active 42.86% 0.00% 25.00% 87.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 25.00% 28.57% 16.67% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 33.33% 25.00% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00%
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Figure 9. Individual frequencies (in %) of constructions in the LPE-S and LPE-D in the South Bavarian locality of Weißbriach (11 speakers) all five video stimuli (old:
n= 35; young: n= 112)
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passives with these video stimuli GET passives also occur with the
action “pulling tooth” (but not vice versa). Weißbriach belongs to
those locations where the experiments do not evoke GET passives
with the other video stimuli (“cutting hair” and “stealing banana”).
In summary, the Weißbriach example also shows the fruitfulness
of an experimental approach w.r.t. the intra-individual variation
dimension.

5. Summary

The intention of this article is to illustrate the potential, as well as
the limitations, of computer supported “language production
experiments” (LPEs) for the elicitation of data on syntactic varia-
tion within a large-scale project on areal linguistics. The context for
themethodological reflection was the Special Research Programme
(SFB) “German in Austria. Variation–Contact–Perception” in par-
ticular the project part 03 “Speech Repertoires and Varietal
Spectra” that investigates vertical-social variation of autochtho-
nous speakers of German in Austria in rural contexts. Regarding
the investigation of the speakers’ individual linguistic repertoires,
the project uses various survey settings that target different

registers of the speakers’ individual varietal spectra and can be
simultaneously compared between speakers. The LPEs discussed
in this contribution are part of the (more) controlled survey set-
tings used in the context of the SFB DiÖ to investigate syntactic
variation specifically. The participants perform the LPEs in two
runs to elicit syntactic data in both “intended standard” and
“intended dialect.” The LPEs are used to elicit different syntactic
phenomena. We also proposed the setup of experiments of selected
syntactic phenomenon complexes, which represent different sub-
types within a classification of LPEs we also proposed here. To allow
for a deeper reflection on the methodology, a case study of the data
the LPE provided for German GET passives was provided. The
analysis used data from 92 participants from eight locations that re-
present different linguistic areas of Austria. In every location, two
groups of speakers are documented: an older generation of
NORMs, contrasted with a younger generation of speakers with
divergent sociodemographic criteria.

To summarize, the LPE’s findings support the following
hypotheses: Regarding quantity, the computer supported LPEs
are a highly productive method for the elicitation of syntactic data
regarding oral language use. Data from (more) open conversations
are problematic as the syntactic phenomena (like the GET passive)
occur in frequencies so low that they do not allow for the analysis of
factors influencing or restricting the occurrence of the phenome-
non. The LPEs provide a way to elicit a high number of instances of
a particular syntactic phenomenon, and also enable researchers to
control factors that influence the phenomenon. Because the setup
of the experiment further enables researchers to keep semantic-
pragmatic factors constant, the LPEs allows researchers to identify
further quantitative preferences between competing variants of a
syntactic variable. This way, the LPE also helps to solve problems
regarding the analysis of syntactic variables in practice.
Conducting LPEs in two distinct runs enables researchers to elicit
intra-individually distinct varieties of the speech repertoire of a
speaker, while at the same time opening them for comparison.
Although the LPEs are a complex and controlled method of data
collection, they provide results that are comparable to those
described in literature that rely on (more) free data from open
conversations. Even speakers of the older generation investigated
by the SFB DiÖ provide sufficient relevant data points for an inter-
generational comparison. Relying on the apparent-time hypothesis
allows for statements on language-dynamic tendencies. Finally, the
parallels concerning intra- and interregional distribution of the
GET passive between the findings from the LPEs in the SFB
DiÖ and previous research support the hypothesis that the LPEs
in the project can indicate interregional differences, despite the
limited number of research locations. Thus, the LPE is overall a
highly productive research method that provides solutions to
the quantitative and qualitative problems of many other methodo-
logical approaches to syntactic variation. Particularly for the
investigation of syntactic variation, in the SFB DiÖ, they substan-
tially complement the results from (more) open conversations
(cf. Section 3).

PROJECTS (abbreviations and homepages)
AdA—Altlas zur deutschen Alltagssprache—http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/
Bavarian Language Atlas—https://www.bayerische-landesbibliothek-online.

de/speaking-linguistic-atlas-of-bavaria
Edisyn—European Dialect Syntax—http://www.dialectsyntax.org/
SADS—Syntaktischer Atlas der deutschen Schweiz—http://www.dialektsyntax.

uzh.ch/de.html
SAND—Syntactische Atlas van de Nederlandse Dialecten—http://www.

meertens.knaw.nl/sand/zoeken/index.php

Table 2. Individual types of constructions in the LPE-D in the South Bavarian
locations of Weißbriach (11 speakers) realized in all five video stimuli (n= 66)

V1= active | V2=werden passive | V3= GET passive (red= kriegen)

Table 3. Individual types of constructions in the LPE-S in the South Bavarian
locations of Weißbriach (11 speakers) realized in all five video stimuli (n= 81)

V1= active | V2=werden passive | V3= GET passive (green= bekommen)
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ScanDiaSyn—Scandinavian Dialect Syntax—http://websim.arkivert.uit.no/
scandiasyn/

SFB DiÖ—FWF Special Research Programme (SFB) ‘German in Austria.
Variation–Contact–Perception’—https://dioe.at/en/

SiSal—Siegerländer Sprachatlas—http://www.mundart.sisal.uni-siegen.de/
index.php

SNiB—German Sprachatlas von Niederbayern—https://sprachatlasnie
derbayern.bayerische-landesbibliothek-online.de/

SyHD—Syntax hessischer Dialekte—http://www.syhd.info/
SynAlm—Syntax des Alemannischen—https://cms.uni-konstanz.de/fileadmin/

archive/syntax-alemannisch/
SynBai—Syntax des Bairischen
Variantengrammatik des Deutschen—http://www.variantengrammatik.net/
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Notes

1 This is a reference to, for example, ScanDiaSyn, SAND, SyHD and other dia-
lect syntax projects, many of which have been combined in the network Edisyn
(http://www.dialectsyntax.org/wiki/About_Edisyn).
2 For the discussion of syntactic quasi experiments of the type mentioned here,
cf. Ahlers, 2018; Breuer, 2016, 2017a, 2017b; Flecken, 2010; Kallenborn, 2011,
2016; Lenz, 2008, 2016, 2017. For a more general methodological discussion of
experimental methods in linguistics, cf. also Abbuhl, Gass & Mackey, 2013;
Breuer & Bülow, 2019; Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Gilquin & Gries, 2009;
Kristiansen, 2010.
3 It is supported as a Special Research Programme (SFB F060) by the Austrian
Science Funds (FWF). The first funding period is from 2016 to 2019. For further
details cf. Budin, Elspaß, Lenz, Newerkla & Ziegler, 2019; Lenz, 2018b. See also
the project homepage: https://www.dioe.at/en/
4 http://www.dialektsyntax.uzh.ch/de.html
5 http://www.syhd.info
6 https://cms.uni-konstanz.de/fileadmin/archive/syntax-alemannisch/
7 http://www.mundart.sisal.uni-siegen.de/
8 http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/
9 http://www.variantengrammatik.net/index.html
10 Online data collection was or is also used in the SynBai pilot study (cf. Lenz
et al., 2015) and in the AdA.
11 Projects that employ a combination of written and oral data collection are
e.g., ScanDiaSyn and SyHD.
12 Of course, language production experiments do not have to be restricted
to spoken data. See Lenz, 2009 with regard to an LPE on GET passives in
the written standard of German, Dutch and Luxembourgish students.
13 For example, in the tasks aiming at the GET passive (cf. Section 4), two dif-
ferent actors are used for the LPE-S and the LPE-D, but the depicted activities
are the same.
14 http://osdoc.cogsci.nl/
15 All tasks aim at evoking one sentence or a part of a sentence, but especially
the question tasks differ in their openness.
16 For the sake of a clear illustration, we suggest a practical working scale from
“1” (‘not very suggestive’) to “3” (‘very suggestive’) for the SFB DiÖ tasks, indi-
cating how much influence each task has on the given answer.
17 A reviewer pointed to the relevance of the so-called DP hypothesis in the
context of the question whether infinitival constructions are verbal or nominal.
The hypothesis is concerned with parallels between the structure of DP and CP
(cf. e.g., Bernstein, 2001). In front of this theoretical background, the question of
whether infinitival constructions are verbal or nominal may be less important.
18 Here a selection of relevant references: Abraham, 1985, 1991; Askedal, 1984,
2005; Cook, 2006; Diedrichsen, 2008, 2012; Eroms, 1978, 2000; Glaser, 2005;
Kasper, 2017; Leirbukt, 1997; Lenz, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2012, 2013b, 2017,
2018a; Molnárfi, 1998; Teuber, 2005: 84ff.; Zifonun et al., 1997: 1824ff.

19 This headline illustrates the advent of the erhalten passive in Austrian
written standard German: „Nationalbibliothek erhält Nachlass von Gerhard
Bronner geschenkt“ (‘National Library gets estate of Gerhard Bronner
donated’). (http://wien.orf.at/news/stories/2678164/ (26 September, 2018).
20 Consider e.g., the examples taken from message boards in Lenz (2013a:
406–417).
21 See <www.syhd.info> and Lenz et al., 2015.
22 The expectation underlying this modus operandi is not that socially homog-
enous groups with clearly definable varieties and homogenous language behav-
iour will be found via the extralinguistic criteria. The anticipation is simply that,
in divergent demographic groups, there will be speakers whose language behav-
iour (more or less) clearly differs from (more or fewer) speakers in neighbouring
groups. Cf. Lenz, 2006 for the German language area.
23 See Bellmann (1994: 39f.) [emphasis A. N. L.]: “in the dialect areas of West
Middle German, a difference in age would [ : : : ] mostly not suffice as the sole
criterion to differentiate between a significantly ‘older’ and a ‘younger’ dialect.
This may also apply to other dialect areas, such as the Bavarian dialect area.
‘This much is clear: Younger forms are not necessarily restricted to younger
speakers and, conversely, that older versions of the local dialect are not used
solely by the oldest speakers.’ (Tatzreiter, 1989: 167)” [own translation].
24 “A word’s meaning can be understood only with reference to a structured
background of experience, beliefs, or practices, constituting a kind of conceptual
prerequisite for understanding the meaning. Speakers can be said to know the
meaning of the word only by first understanding the background frames that
motivate the concept that the word encodes.Within such an approach, words or
word senses are not related to each other directly, word to word, but only by way
of their links to common background frames and indications of the manner in
which theirmeanings highlight particular elements of such frames.” (Fillmore&
Atkins, 1992: 76f.)
25 There is no areal concentration of these active constructions of the type
“X gets Y” (with a recipient role in the subject function), they occur (even in
low frequencies) in all our survey locations.
26 The pattern generally holds when considering only the participants’ first
responses, albeit to a lesser extent (p= 0.01). The older participants still use
more active constructions than passive constructions in the intended dialect
(54 out of 102, 53.9%) than in the intended standard (33 out of 96, 34.4%).
27 As with the older participants, the difference becomes less marked when
considering only younger participants’ first responses, who use active construc-
tions less frequent both in the intended dialect (253 out of 325, 77.8%) and the
intended standard (257 out of 303, 84.8%), yet it remains significant if judged by
its p-value (p= 0.032).
28 When considering only participant’s first responses, the model finds no
significant differences between the different regions. This may be due to a too
small number of GET passives in participants’ first responses.
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